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ABSTRACT
The nearshore ecosystem in Maine (USA) supports several bird species that rely
on intertidal and subtidal zones, including high densities of migratory shorebirds and
wintering waterfowl. Additionally, Acadia National Park (ANP) includes some of the
country’s highest densities of both Purple Sandpipers (Calidris maritima) and Harlequin
Ducks (Histrionicus histrionicus). Here I investigated whether conservation actions taken
to preserve these two species of high conservation concern might also benefit the larger
taxonomic groups to which they belong, a concept known as “umbrella species
conservation”. To answer this question, bird abundance surveys were conducted within
ANP during 2021, and detection and occupancy were compared among the focal groups.
This project also served as a pilot test of a long-term monitoring protocol for nearshore
bird species in ANP. After controlling for detection, the presence of Purple Sandpipers
and Harlequin Ducks did not significantly alter the estimated occupancy of waterfowl or
shorebirds at a given site, indicating that these species are not good umbrella species for
the two larger bird groups. The small sample size of our umbrella species and the near
ubiquity of waterfowl made it statistically difficult for the occupancy of waterfowl to
covary with umbrella species detection. Further, Purple Sandpipers were present at
shorebird sites with the highest occupancy probabilities, but Harlequin Ducks were not.
Including more survey locations occupied by Purple Sandpipers and Harlequin Ducks
would be necessary to see if this pattern is generalizable within ANP. Additionally,
further research is needed to determine whether any umbrella species conservation
approach would be more appropriate for the near-coastal avian assemblage in Acadia.
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INTRODUCTION
During the Maine winter, the coastal areas of Acadia National Park include some
of the continental United States’ highest densities of both Purple Sandpipers (Calidris
maritima) and Harlequin Ducks (Histrionicus histrionicus) (Mittelhauser et al. 2013).
This area is also heavily used by fall migratory shorebirds (Hicklin 1987), and all of these
species may be negatively impacted by increasing rates of rockweed (Ascophyllum
nodosum) harvest in the state (Johnston et al. 2021). The Harlequin Duck is state
threatened in Maine and both Harlequin Ducks and Purple Sandpipers are Priority 1
Species of Greatest Conservation Need in the state (Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife 2015). These conservation statuses could prompt the closures of
some areas of the coast to rockweed harvest. However, it is unclear if closures motivated
by either Harlequin Ducks or Purple Sandpipers could benefit other species of
conservation concern that use the same types of intertidal habitats, such as fall migrating
shorebirds. The zone of sympatry among these species potentially allows for either
Harlequin Ducks or Purple Sandpipers to serve as an “umbrella species”, or a species that
has similar habitat requirements to other species but a wider spatial need. If so,
conservation actions for this umbrella species might benefit other species (Simberloff
1998, Roberge and Angelstam 2004, Suter et al. 2002).
While these species can be found within the boundaries of Acadia National Park
(ANP), patterns of habitat use at conservation-relevant spatial scales are not well
understood. It is unclear whether overlap in habitat use occurs at a small enough scale
within the park that the closure of a few hundred meters of shoreline to the benefit one
species is likely to benefit others. Further, ANP is interested in developing a long-term
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monitoring protocol to track the health of their nearshore avian resources. These two
motivations prompted the development of this project designed to: 1) investigate the
abundance and habitat usage of general nearshore bird communities in light of
discussions on the closure of rockweed harvesting areas at a scale of a few hundred
meters of shoreline, and 2) act as the pilot test of a long-term monitoring program. This
long-term program will allow for the tracking of changes in species flock behavior, site
demographics, and in the number of forage and roosting sites in Acadia National Park.
The use of umbrella species designations can have strong conservation impacts,
depending on the approach and species in question. Roberge and Angelstam (2004)
investigated the usefulness of conservation through the identification of umbrella species
by examining eighteen papers that: 1) evaluated a hypothetical or actual conservation
scheme based on an umbrella species, and 2) provided a quantitative measurement of the
benefit this method would have on other species. An example of a successful application
of umbrella conservation can be observed in the relationship between Capercaillie
(Tetrao urogallus), a large forest grouse that inhabits Central Europe, and the avian
biodiversity of the area (Suter et al. 2002). For this study, three categories of Capercaillie
abundance were used: 1) core area with local aggregations, 2) areas with fewer, but more
widely spread individuals, and 3) no signs of presence. Within these study areas,
researchers made observations regarding the species richness and densities of passerine
and non-passerine birds, as well as the vegetation structure. While there was not a higher
diversity of species in areas with more Capercaillie, there were a greater number of
species in that area on the red list (endangered). Also, many mountain birds were found
to have similar habitat requirements, thus it was determined that the conservation of
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Capercaillie could benefit local mountain species (Suter et al. 2002). This is an example
of the single-species approach, in which one species is identified as a species whose
conservation would benefit other species that share similar habitat requirements, as
opposed to a multi-species approach. A multi-species approach involves the identification
of two or more species, or whole taxonomic groups of species, as umbrella species to a
beneficiary species or species plural (Watson et al. 2001, Launer and Murphy 1994).
While an analysis of umbrella species studies revealed that single-species umbrella
conservation is not as effective as a multi-species approach paired with the identification
of focal species, both approaches have exhibited some success in ornithological settings
and allow for focused, smaller scale conservation efforts (Roberge and Angelstam 2004).
The focus of this undergraduate honors thesis is on the possible application of
umbrella species conservation in Acadia National Park, based on Purple Sandpiper
(Calidris maritima) and Harlequin Duck (Histrionicus histrionicus) populations, two
threatened and endangered species that winter off the coast of Maine. These species are
viable candidates for multi-seasonal umbrella species designations due to their high site
fidelity. Site fidelity, otherwise known as “philopatry” or “site tenacity” is used to refer to
a species that tends to return to previous breeding or wintering habitats (Ketterson and
Nolan 1990, Schlossberg 2009). In Maine, near Frenchman’s Bay and Isle Au Haut,
Purple Sandpipers exhibit high site fidelity, with 60% of tagged individuals moving less
than five kilometers and no individuals moving over 25 kilometers during a tracking
period of 2-4 months (Mittelhauser et al. 2012). Fidelity might be connected to prey
abundance; however, offshore movement was recorded in individuals during periods of
shoreline ice encasement (Burton and Evans 1997, Mittelhauser et al. 2012). Further,
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capture-mark-recapture methods (Iverson et al. 2004) and tagging and radio tracking of
Harlequin Ducks showed that populations have high fidelity to molting regions and nonbreading areas in Prince William Sound, Alaska with 75% of females remaining in the
same bay or coastline region they were initially tagged in (Iverson and Esler 2006). Site
fidelity is an important consideration for harvesting site closures and umbrella species
designations because if populations are returning to the same site inter or intra-annually,
it allows for the management of “local” populations despite the migratory nature of some
of these species (Anderson et al. 1992). This targeted approach could confer a benefit to
the larger population, and it might also benefit other species that utilize the same local
area.
Given the high site fidelity of these species and their conservation statuses in the
state of Maine, there is a need for focused conservation efforts. Other species of sea
ducks also exhibit site fidelity (Anderson et al. 1992, Robertson and Cooke 1999) and
with increased rates of rockweed (A. nodosum) harvest in the state (Johnston et al. 2021),
it is important to determine whether site-specific disturbances, such as harvesting will
disrupt the annual patterns of these key species. In this thesis, I test whether the
identification of Harlequin Ducks and/or Purple Sandpipers as umbrella species would
benefit other winter and summer species that rely on Acadia National Park’s intertidal
zone for part of their annual cycle. I conducted avian point counts across Acadia National
Park to investigate patterns of intertidal usage within and across nearshore bird species.
This thesis also acted as a pilot test for a long-term monitoring program of nearshore
birds in Acadia National Park.
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METHODS
Study Area and Site Selection
This study took place on Mount Desert Island (22 sites), the Schoodic Peninsula
(5 sites), and Isle Au Haut (4 sites) under NPS research permits #ACAD-2021-SCI-0020
and #ACAD-2022-SCI-0004 (Figure 1). Acadia National Park is a U.S. National Park
under the National Park Service. This park is characterized by a rocky granite, rugged
coastline with glacial sediments (Gilman et al. 1988). Rocky beaches are scattered along
the coastal park area, with one sand beach (Sand Beach) between two headlands (Great
Head and Otter Cliffs). Less-sheltered areas are exposed to stronger waves and rock
deposits. Acadia National Park is primarily composed of spruce-fir forests (Davis 1966),
with about 2,744 hectares (average size 7h) of tidal algal bed zones and 453 hectares
(average size 5h) of exposed tidal mudflats (Lubinski et al. 2003).
The survey sites were selected using a Generalized Random Tessellation
Stratified (GRTS) sampling scheme, which randomizes site selection and represents the
spatial density pattern of the resource in question - in this case nearshore rocky intertidal
park lands. This GIS technique involves overlaying a tessellated hexagon layer on top of
a layer representing all nearshore rocky intertidal park lands and then conducting a twostate selection process (Johnston et al. 2021). For this study, a 40 km2 hexagon layer was
placed over the entire coastal region of Maine, and hexagons that contained rocky
intertidal land (U.S. Fish and Wildlife 2020) on Mount Desert Island, the Schoodic
Peninsula, and Isle Au Haut within Acadia National Park land, were retained (Acadia
National Park et al. 2020). Twenty potential survey points in rocky intertidal habitats
were randomly selected within each of these hexagons, and these points were then
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accepted or rejected as survey locations in the order of their initial GRTS sampling
following a set of standard criteria. Sites were rejected as a survey location if: (1) they
were separated by another survey location by less than 150 meters; (2) they were on
offshore islands (aside from Mount Desert Island and Isle Au Haut); (3) we were unable
to obtain landowner permission; (4) access was impossible or dangerous by foot, or was
expected to be during the winter months; (5) the intertidal zone was not viewable from
the site coordinates; or (6) the habitat was not rocky intertidal. If more than three sites
were deemed acceptable in a given hexagon, the three sites that had been randomly
selected first using the GRTS selection procedure were maintained. If fewer than three
locations were viable, the hexagon was surveyed at only one or two locations. The
coordinates of each site were provided to volunteers and these coordinates reflected the
point of observation.

Avian Surveys
The bird sampling protocol was designed to address two needs of Acadia National
Park: (1) a pilot test of a long-term monitoring protocol, and (2) an examination of the
spatial overlap in intertidal usage of species of conservation concern. The full list of
metrics assessed, and their justifications are included in Appendix A and B. Here I
describe only the bird abundance survey methods conducted at all 31 sites that are
directly relevant to my investigation of Harlequin Ducks and Purple Sandpipers as
potential umbrella species. Bird abundance surveys lasted 15 minutes during each site
visit, and sites were visited twice each month at a different tidal window (i.e., 3-hour
window after high tide and 3-hr window before low tide) to capture the bird communities
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associated with falling tides. Preliminary data has shown that shorebirds in Maine utilize
rocky intertidal habitats during falling tides with slightly greater frequency than rising
tides (B. Olsen and A. Baron, unpub. data). Surveys were conducted during the months of
February and March (2021) and August and September (2021) to account for
winter/spring and summer/fall migratory species.
During each survey, observers identified all observable birds in the rocky
supratidal, intertidal, and subtidal zones using both distance sampling in three categories
(0-75 m, 75-150 m, and >150 m) and time-of-first detection methods (Alldredge et al.
2007). “Flybys”, species that pass through without hovering or stopping to forage, were
designated as such and recorded out to 150 meters, as nearshore habitats may be
important movement corridors for some species, and this is potentially foraging behavior
for others. For species seen in large groups, observers first estimated the number of
individuals of each species and then refined if time allowed.
At the start of each survey, observers collected a suite of visit-level metrics to
assist with the estimation of detection probability and occupancy. These included the
initials of the observer, start time of survey, season, tide level (low falling or high
falling), temperature, cloud cover, precipitation, wave intensity (Jebson 2007), and angle
of the sun to the observer. These covariates were chosen due to their potential impacts on
visibility, specifically angle of sun to the observer, wave intensity, precipitation, and
cloud cover. The other covariates were chosen due to their possible impact on the
availability of an individual of a species to be seen, particularly migratory species that do
not reside in Maine year-round (tide level, season). Initials were included to account for
possible individual variation in the detection of certain species. Additionally, the start
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time of the survey was recorded to account for potential differences in the time of day of
the availability of species and lastly, temperature was recorded as it is a fine scale
phenological cue that is used by many waterfowl species to initiate migration (Newton
2010). Refer to Appendix A and B for more information regarding protocol development
and the other parameters not included in this analysis.

Species Selection
The bird abundance surveys included all species observed utilizing the sites to test
the protocol to its fullest extent. However, for the purpose of the occupancy study, I
selected three group designators, or “guilds”: species of greatest conservation need for
Maine (i.e., Harlequin Ducks and Purple Sandpipers), migratory shorebirds (Charadriidae
and Scolopacidae exclusive of Purple Sandpipers), and waterfowl (Anseriformes
exclusive of Harlequin Ducks) (Table 1). Purple Sandpipers and Harlequin Ducks were
excluded from the two groups as species of interest due to their high conservation
concern. I was interested if the protection of sites occupied by either of these two species
would confer any benefit to other species of conservation need or related species in
general, hence the selection of waterfowl and migratory shorebirds as my two general
groups. Then, I examined patterns of occupancy for these three groups.
Purple Sandpiper and Harlequin Duck are both listed as Tier 1 (Highest Concern)
on Maine’s 2015 Species of Greatest Conservation Need List, indicating the need for
increased monitoring and the establishment of conservation efforts (Maine Department of
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife 2015). Harlequin Ducks (Histrionicus histrionicus) are
benthic feeders and tend to forage along the tide line, close to shore (Goudie 1999). They
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feed primarily on intertidal and subtidal marine invertebrates (e.g., crabs, amphipods,
small fish) typically within fifteen meters from shore (Goudie and Ankney 1986) and are
sometimes seen in mixed flocks with other sea ducks, such as scoters and eiders
(Robertson and Goudie 2020). Purple Sandpipers (Calidris maritima) feed within the
rocky intertidal zone (Mallory et al. 2016) and can pick invertebrates from ice crevices
(Sutton and Parmelle 1955). They prefer rugged coastlines with higher tidal ranges
(Gutowksy et al. 2019). Further, they exhibit possible winter territoriality based on
feeding and roosting space (Metcalfe and Furness 1986), but do not exhibit clear
preferences for habitat type within the rocky intertidal (Leinass and Ambrose 1992).
According to a 10-day study in Svalbard, habitat use by Purple Sandpipers varies by
water level and weather, which likely influences prey availability (Leinass and Ambrose
1992).

Data Analysis
To model occupancy and detection probability, I used the package unmarked in
Program R version 1.4.1106 (Fiske and Chandler 2011, R Core Team 2021). I began the
analysis process by creating a presence and absence data set (0=absence, 1=presence)
focused on the three groupings of interest. I used a “single-species” model which defines
occupancy for this study as the probability that a species occupied a given site at any
point in their annual cycle (MacKenzie et al. 2002). This occupancy framework allows
for the estimation of detection proability (pij) at an occupied site (i) during the jth
sampling occasion (Johnston et al. 2021, MacKenzie et al. 2002). Controlling for
covariates that might influence detection and non-detection, then allows for the
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estimation of the probability of occupancy (ψi) for each species or grouping of interest
(Johnston et al. 2021, MacKenzie et al. 2002). In the context of this study, site was
defined as an independent survey location and visit was defined as a survey, when an
observer went to a given location and recorded bird abundance information following the
protocol (Appendix B).
This single-species occupancy framework assumes a closed population, meaning
a given survey site is occupied by a species for the entire duration of the survey period if
the site has been occupied once (Mackenzie et al. 2002). While this applies to species that
remain in their home range throughout the year, such as year-round Maine residents (e.g.,
Common Eiders and Mallards), this is not the case for migratory shorebirds and wintering
species of waterfowl (e.g., Purple Sandpipers and Harlequin Ducks). Thus, I would
anticipate detection would be near zero outside of the migratory period for species such
as Purple Sandpipers who reside in Maine during their wintering period only. Similarly, a
species might go undetected on a local scale if they switched to a different habitat type,
or on the larger scale if they migrated to another location (e.g., the Arctic). As a result, I
defined a site as occupied by a given group or species if an individual was available and
detected at any point during the survey window from February 14, 2021 to September 30,
2021, and covariates that described the availability of a species to be detected (e.g.,
migratory phenology) are thus included in the estimation of detection probability along
with those covariates that predict occupancy within my sampling time frame.
I organized the site-specific covariates into two detection categories, availability
and observability, and selected candidate occupancy predictors. Detection probability can
be broken down into three components, 1) the probability that an individual is present
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during the survey window (pp); 2) the probability that an individual is available to the
detector assuming it is present (e.g., not obscured) (pa); and 3) that the individual is
detected given that it is both available and present (pd) (Nichols et al. 2009, Riddle et al.
2010). For this study, availability (pa) is defined by three covariates that may predict
whether birds will be available in the intertidal at short and long-time scales: tidal level
(high falling or low falling), two characterizations of season, a categorical “winter”
(February and March) versus “summer” (August and September) variable, and a
continuous temperature variable. All continuous variables were scaled based on the mean
value and standard deviation to normalize the values. Observability, or detectability (pd)
is defined by the remaining observation covariates (see section “Avian Surveys”). The
candidate occupancy predictors chosen for this study were regional location (Mount
Desert Island, the Schoodic Peninsula, or Isle Au Haut) and the presence or absence of
Purple Sandpipers or Harlequin Ducks to test my hypothesis about their use as umbrella
species.
Typically, occupancy modeling based on the presence of another species is
considered multi-species modeling, in which co-occurrence probabilities can be estimated
for each species of interest (Rota et al. 2016). Despite my interest in co-occurrence, I did
not use a multi-species occupancy model due to the low sample occurrence of Purple
Sandpipers and Harlequin Ducks (sites with sightings = 3). I was unable to estimate
occupancy at the species-level for these species of conservation concern, and thus simply
used an indicator variable for the combined presence of these species (1=Purple
Sandpiper or Harlequin Duck observed; 0=neither species observed) as a candidate
predictor of the occupancy of waterfowl and migratory shorebirds.
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After testing for colinearity among continous detection covariates to help with the
interpretation of multi-variate models (Zuur et al. 2010), I constructued the occupancy
models in two steps, parameterizing first, detection probability (p) and then
parameterizing occupancy (ѱ) while holding the top-ranked detection observation
covariates constant. First, I calculated naïve occupancy, the proporation of sites where the
species was detected, for waterfowl, migratory shorebirds, Purple Sandpipers, and
Harlequin Ducks across Acadia National Park and by region (MDI, IAH, SCP). Next, I
held ѱ constant (~1) and investigated which observation covariates best explained
variance in p (detection) for each grouping. Models were ranked using Akaike’s
Information Criterion (Akaike 1973), adjusted for sample size (AICC) (Hurvich & Tsai
1989). I limited the candidate model set to those with three or fewer covariates for
waterfowl, and two or fewer for shorebirds, to avoid over-parameterization, given our
sample size of 31 survey sites and fewer observations of migratory shorebirds. Models
within D 2.0 AICC were considered equivalent model(s) (Burnham & Anderson 2002)
and the lowest AICC model was retained during ѱ model selection for waterfowl and
migratory shorebirds. The two candidate predictors for ѱ were regional location (MDI,
IAH, and SCP) and an indicator variable for the presence of Harlequin Ducks or Purple
Sandpipers at each site. Lastly, I performed a MacKenzie-Bailey goodness-of-fit test on
the top model (number of simulations = 1000) to estimate the variance inflation factor, ĉ,
which is used to measure over-dispersion (MacKenzie & Bailey 2004). Refer to
Appendix D for the code created for the detection and occupancy probability analyses.
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RESULTS
Out of the 170 surveys across 31 sites (Figure 1), 16 sites had at least one
detection of migratory shorebirds, and 28 sites had at least one detection of waterfowl.
Sites were visited 5.48 ± 1.82 times on average (range = 1 – 8) and 11.28 ± 1.01 birds
were detected on average per site visit (median = 6; range = 0 – 127). Survey temperature
and start time were significantly collinear (Pearson’s correlation coefficient = 0.37, p =
0.04), and were only present simultaneously in the top-ranked shorebird detection
models.
The naïve occupancy of my two candidate umbrella species (Purple Sandpiper
and Harlequin Duck) was low (0.012), with only two detections of Purple Sandpipers at
two unique sites on Mount Desert Island (MDI) and two detections of Harlequin Ducks at
one site on the Schoodic Peninsula (SCP). Neither were observed on Isle Au Haut (IAH).
Neither the top waterfowl model (X2=173.4, p-value = 0.752, ĉ-hat=0.41) nor the
top shorebird model (X2=67.4, p-value = 0.331, ĉ-hat=0.47) exhibited over-dispersion or
greater than expected variation. Thus, I used AICC ranking for both the waterfowl and
migratory shorebird models.

Waterfowl
Based on the null model, p(.) ψ(.), the mean probability of detecting a species of
waterfowl, exclusive of Harlequin Ducks (hereafter “waterfowl”; Table 1), at an occupied
site was 0.52 (95% CI =0.44-0.60; Table 2). Accounting for imperfect detection, the
mean probability of a site being occupied by a species of waterfowl during the survey
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window was 0.99 (95% CI=0.91-1.06; Table 2). The naïve occupancy of waterfowl was
similar among the three survey regions (MDI:0.5; IAH:0.5; and SCP:0.6).
Among the candidate detection covariate models, 76.8% (116 of 151)
outperformed the null model (ΔAICC = 31.57). The top detection models included wave
intensity, temperature (°C), initials of observer, and season (Table 3). The simplest model
(AICC = 208.185) received the lowest score and included only wave intensity and
temperature (Table 3). The addition of either observer identity or the replacement of
temperature by a two-level, categorical variable for season performed similarly to this
top-ranked model (DAICC ≤ 1.0). Additionally, detection probability was negatively
related to temperature (ß =-0.865, 95% CI= -1.3-(-0.46); Figure 2). Furthermore,
detection had a quadratic relationship with wave height, with detection increasing from
wave intensity one (ß =2.05, 95% CI=0.42-3.67) to two (ß =2.79, 95% CI=1.12-4.4), and
two to three (ß =3.79, 95% CI=1.7-5.9), but detection decreased with the two highest
wave intensities (ß =1.07, 95% CI= -1.2-3.3; Figure 3). These two highest categories
were combined (Wave 4/5) due to their relative rarity (Wave 0 n=19, Wave 1 n=75,
Wave 2 n=54, Wave 3 n=16, Wave 4 n= 3, Wave 5 n=3).
For the ψ candidate models, neither regional location (ΔAICC = 7.46) nor the
presence or absence of potential umbrella species (ΔAICC = 3.56) improved the top
detection model (ΔAICC > 2.0; Table 3). For the model that controlled for the two
potential umbrella species, the occupancy of waterfowl was predicted to be 0.99 (95%
CI=1.31-56-1) when umbrella species were detected and 0.98 (95% CI= 0.47-0.99) when
they were not (Figure 5). The three sites where Purple Sandpipers or Harlequin Ducks
were present had among the highest waterfowl occupancy probability predictions based
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on the top-ranked detection covariate model combined with the influence of the two
unsupported occupancy candidate predictors (location and the presence or absence of
Purple Sandpipers and Harlequin Ducks) (Figure 7).

Migratory Shorebirds
Based on the null model, p(.) ψ(.), the mean probability of detecting a species of
migratory shorebird, exclusive of Purple Sandpipers (hereafter “shorebirds”; Table 1), at
an occupied site was 0.16 (95% CI =0.069-0.26; Table 2). Accounting for imperfection
detection, the mean probability of a site being occupied by a species of shorebird during
the survey window was 0.86 (95% CI=0.46-1.27; Table 2). The naïve occupancy of
shorebirds by region was 0.13 (MDI), 0.0 (IAH), and 0.2 (SCP). Among my candidate
detection covariate models, 40% (28 of 70) outperformed the null model (DAICC =24.07).
The top detection model included temperature (°C) and start time of survey, and
the top detection model was also the simplest model receiving the lowest score
(AICC=118.4, Table 3). Detection probability was positively related to temperature (ß
=2.00, 95% CI=0.89-3.11; Figure 4). In addition, detection probability was negatively
related to the time of survey (ß =-1.08, 95% CI=-1.78-(-0.38)).
For the ψ candidate predictor models, neither regional location nor the presence or
absence of Purple Sandpipers and Harlequin Ducks improved the top detection model
(ΔQAICC > 2.0; Table 3). Sites occupied by Purple Sandpipers or Harlequin Ducks had
statistically similar occupancy estimates for migratory shorebirds compared to sites
without the candidate umbrella species (Figure 5). For the model that controlled for the
two potential umbrella species, the occupancy of shorebirds was predicted to be 0.84
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(95% CI=0.02-0.99) when umbrella species were detected and 0.86 (95% CI=0.13-0.99)
when they were not (Figure 6). Similar to waterfowl, there were no significant
differences in occupancy among the three regions (ΔAICC = 4.83). The two sites
occupied by Purple Sandpipers were, however, among some of the sites with the highest
predicted shorebird occupancy probabilities, while the site occupied by Harlequin Ducks
was among the lowest predicted shorebird occupancy probabilities, based on the topranked covariate detection model combined with the influence of the two unsupported
occupancy candidate predictors (location and the presence or absence of Purple
Sandpipers and Harlequin Ducks) (Figure 8).
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DISCUSSION
After controlling for detection, the mean estimated occupancy of waterfowl or
migratory shorebirds at a given site was not significantly different between sites with and
without the two candidate umbrella species in the same two taxonomic families (Purple
Sandpipers or Harlequin Ducks). The sites with Purple Sandpipers were among those
with the highest occupancy estimates for shorebirds, and the predicted occupancy
probability of waterfowl was near 1.0 at all survey sites. The site occupied by Harlequin
Ducks was among those with the lowest occupancy estimates for shorebirds. There was a
negative association between temperature and the detection probability of waterfowl and
a quadratic association between increasing wave intensity and detection probability
except for at the highest wave intensities. In addition, there was a positive association
between temperature and the detection probability of shorebirds and a negative
association between detection probability of shorebirds and start time of survey. Further,
the two candidate umbrella species had no spatial overlap in detection and appeared
within different survey regions, with Purple Sandpipers on Mount Desert Island and
Harlequin Ducks on the Schoodic Peninsula. As a result, neither Purple Sandpipers nor
Harlequin Ducks appear to be good candidates as umbrella species for the examined taxa
and regions used in this study, nor for each other.

Waterfowl
The probability of detecting (pij) a species of waterfowl, at a given site, i,
decreased at higher temperatures. Migratory phenology is the most likely explanation for
this association. Many of the species of waterfowl included in this study are not year-
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round occupants of the Maine coast (e.g., Long-tailed Ducks and Common Goldeneye),
and only spend their non-breeding period in Maine, during the winter when temperatures
are low. Migration is also fine-tuned by environmental factors like temperature (Newton
2010). Hence, as the temperature increases, waterfowl are likely leaving coastal Maine
for their northern breeding grounds, resulting in a decreasing probability of detection
during periods with higher temperatures. Decreasing temperatures have also been shown
to increase foraging efforts in some waterfowl, including Common Goldeneye (B.
clangula) and Tufted Duck (A. fuligula) (Nilsson 1970). Increased food-seeking
behaviors might also partially explain why there is a higher detection rate of waterfowl at
lower temperatures.
Waterfowl detectability also generally increased with wave intensity until the
highest wave heights. Some species of waterfowl are known to forage at higher seas, such
as Common Eiders (S. mollissima) and Long-tailed Ducks (C. hyemalis) (Goudie and
Ankney 1986), which could explain a higher probability of detecting waterfowl at higher
wave heights. However, at high seas, particularly at intensity 4 and 5, it is possible that
the lower detection probability is the result of the obstruction of waterfowl by the waves
themselves. Further, at the highest wave intensities, it is also possible that waterfowl are
moving to areas with more sheltered coastlines or further away from the rocky intertidal
to avoid injury.
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Migratory Shorebirds
The probability of detecting (pij) a species of waterfowl, at a given site, i,
increased at higher temperatures. The most likely reason for this is the tie temperature has
with season, another top detection covariate. All the species included in this study (Table
1) only spend part of their annual cycle in Maine. Typically, migratory shorebirds travel
through the region during fall migration, utilizing staging areas to resupply their food
reserves (Humphrey et al. 1995). The survey window overlapped with fall, but not spring,
migration. The only species of shorebird that utilizes Maine during the winter are Purple
Sandpipers, which were excluded from the migratory shorebirds grouping. Thus, the
remaining migratory shorebirds were unavailable for detection during the winter
(February and March) survey window, when the temperatures are lower on average, and
were only available during the late summer and early fall when temperatures are higher
on average.
Lastly, in addition to capturing their seasonal cycle the combination of
temperature and survey time portrays an aspect of a shorebird’s diurnal cycle. Shorebirds
often roost during the night and do not stay in the intertidal all night long (Hale 1980).
Hence, the detection probability of shorebirds is likely to decrease later in the day as
individuals return to their roosting locations, after the heat of the day. This cycle however
is subject to variation depending on the tides and other environmental factors that
influence food availability (Burger 1984).
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Occupancy
For occupancy predictions, the inclusion of an indicator variable for the sitespecific presence of either Purple Sandpipers or Harlequin Ducks did not improve the
top-ranked detection covariate model for either waterfowl or migratory shorebirds. There
was a high probability of occupancy at all surveyed sites for waterfowl and shorebirds
regardless of the candidate occupancy predictors. Regional location also did not improve
the top-ranked detection covariate model for either group. One major reason for this
finding is that the sample size of sites with the two species of highest conservation need,
Purple Sandpipers and Harlequin Ducks, were small in this study. These species were
only found at three sites, two on Mount Desert Island (Purple Sandpipers) and one on the
Schoodic Peninsula (Harlequin Ducks), whereas waterfowl (≥ 0.968) and shorebirds (≥
0.999, except IAH sites =0.00125, and 1 SCP site =0.0079) had high occupancy
probabilities across all of the survey sites (Figure 7 and 8). The small sample size of our
umbrella species and the near ubiquity of waterfowl made it statistically difficult for the
occupancy of waterfowl to covary with umbrella species detection.
Umbrella species conservation allows for focused efforts at the individual and
population level, but it can be problematic, particularly when utilizing the single-species
umbrella framework. In fact, multi-species umbrella conservation has shown more
success than single-species approaches and offers greater conservation security (Roberge
and Angelstam 2004). A review of the usefulness of umbrella species as a viable tool for
conservation revealed that single-species umbrella conservation does not ensure the
conservation of all species that share similar habitat needs and space (Roberge and
Angelestam 2004). One potential problem is that species that have similar needs might be
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influenced by different environmental factors that affect their distribution (Launer and
Murphy 1994). If the distribution of various species is influenced by differing factors,
then the degree of spatial overlap between them might be a temporary phenomenon, even
when it occurs (Launer and Murphy 1994). While I attempted to address this problem by
examining habitat usage across a full year, this is a common critique with umbrella
species conservation. Despite the problematic nature of umbrella species conservation,
many researchers agree that it can be useful in certain circumstances, but these methods
need to be improved by examining population structures and distribution over long-time
scales, and then compared to the effectiveness of other management strategies in the
same setting (Roberge and Angelstam 2004, Caro et al. 2003).

Important Considerations
Some considerations for this study are the low sample size of Purple Sandpiper
and Harlequin Duck detections, as well as the small number of surveys on Isle Au Haut
(4). As mentioned previously, the low sample size allowed me to use the presence or
absence of these species as an indicator variable, and not as an occupancy predictor.
However, it did limit my ability to examine the co-occurrences of these groups and
species of interest. Further, the low number of surveys on Isle Au Haut limited my ability
to fully examine the regional aspect of occupancy for these groupings. Surveyors were
limited by time and access to this offshore island, and the sites were deemed inaccessible
in the winter months. Thus, I only had survey data for one tidal cycle in September 2021.
Furthermore, an issue with “separation of values” (not enough presence and absence
conditions for a covariate) prevented the use of certain occupancy predictors, including
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site identifier. Thus, I was not able to obtain a unique occupancy prediction for each site,
only five predictions based on location (3 categories) and the presence or absence of
Purple Sandpipers and Harlequin Ducks (2 categories). Hence, the findings from this
study present a regional view of Acadia National Park, rather than site-specific
occupancy predictions.

Future Research
The findings of this study present numerous avenues for future research. Firstly,
continued surveying might allow for a clearer picture as to the relationship between
migratory shorebirds and the presence of Purple Sandpipers and Harlequin Ducks.
Further, the high occupancy predictions for both the waterfowl and shorebird groups may
suggest that less inclusive taxonomic groups are warranted. For example, separating the
migratory shorebirds grouping further by sub-setting Spotted Sandpipers might provide
additional clarity. Spotted Sandpipers are summer breeding residents in Maine, while the
other species of shorebirds (e.g., Least Sandpiper and Semipalmated Sandpiper) use
Maine as a migratory staging ground to resupply their energy reserves (Sibley 2017).
Hence, the separation of a more frequently observed species might help to parse out
whether sites chosen as migratory stopovers are related to the presence of Purple
Sandpipers or Harlequin Ducks.
With waterfowl, there was a lack of sites with low occupancy, meaning waterfowl
were detected frequently at every site. This indicates that the species of waterfowl chosen
for this study, given their ubiquitous nature, might not be the right group to explore as a
beneficiary for umbrella species conservation in Acadia National Park. Exploring other
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potential beneficiaries, such as smaller groupings of shorebirds and waterfowl, or other
taxa (e.g., invertebrates), might provide more information on how various avian
communities are interacting with intertidal and subtidal zones in Acadia National Park.
Furthermore, this study used single-species occupancy modeling in part due to the
small sample sizes of my candidate umbrella species. With a larger sample size of these
two species, one could potentially utilize a multi-species occupancy model (Rota et al.
2016), which can better predict the co-occurrences of species. Additionally, my candidate
occupancy predictors were both categorical, thus I was unable to get site-specific
occupancy predictions. The inclusion of numerical predictors, such as the slope of the
intertidal or the distance inshore/offshore of each site would illuminate any site-specific
associations that might be clouded by the current analysis methods. Lastly, another
modeling improvement could be made with the inclusion of time-of-detection methods,
which were gathered during the surveys for this study but were not used in order to
simplify the analytical approach (Alldredge et al. 2007). A time-of-detection approach to
detection probabilities considers additional variations in probabilities, such as variation
within the time interval (t), changes in probability following the first detection (b), and
individual variation in detection probability (h). This approach assumes a closed
population during the point count alone and not across the entire survey window (as
single-species occupancy modeling does, Mackenzie et al. 2002) (Alldredge et al. 2007).

Management Implications & Conclusions
In Maine, Ascophyllum nodosum, a species of brown macroalgae is harvested for
commercial use in food products, cosmetics, and agriculture (Seely et al. 2012). Over the
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last twenty years, seaweed landings have tripled and, in some years, quadrupled (Maine
Department of Marine Resources 2021) and A. nodosum, makes up over 90% of this
harvest (Thayer and Schmitt 2013). Birds that utilize intertidal and subtidal zones interact
with A. nodosum, and the marine invertebrate species that thrive within the macroalgae,
and thus might be susceptible to changes in the macroalgal habitat (Hamilton 2004, Seely
et al. 2012). At the state level, the harvest of rockweed is managed with harvester licenses
and management areas (Maine Department of Marine Resources 2009, §6803-C), but
there is no regulation at the federal level, hence no regulations on Acadia National Park
land. The two species of conservation need in this study forage in the intertidal and
subtidal (Mallory et al. 2016, Goudie 1999) and might be negatively impacted by
increased rates of A. nodosum harvest in the state. Purple Sandpipers and Harlequin
Ducks could be species around which harvest closure areas might be designed.
Based on this context, however, this study found that neither Purple Sandpipers nor
Harlequin Ducks are excellent candidates for umbrella species conservation. Thus,
harvest closures designed around these species should not be assumed to
disproportionately impact other bird species described here. Waterfowl and shorebirds,
however, were predicted at nearly all of the survey sites, and any positive impact of
harvest closures might also interact with the waterfowl and shorebirds that occupy these
areas. Further research is needed to determine whether any umbrella species conservation
approach would be more appropriate for the near-coastal avian assemblage in Acadia,
including Purple Sandpipers and Harlequin Ducks, which are both Tier 1 Species of
Greatest Conservation Need in the state of Maine.
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TABLES AND FIGURES
Table 1: Species included in two taxa-based model selection processes and the two candidate umbrella
species.
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Table 2: Detection (p) and occupancy (ѱ) estimates from the null model p(.) ѱ(.) for migratory shorebirds
and waterfowl. Standard error (SE) and 95% upper (UCI) and lower (LCI) confidence intervals included.
The detection estimate refers to the average probability of detecting a species in the group at an occupied
site, while occupancy estimates represent the average probability of an individual of either group occupying
a given site during the survey window from February 14, 2021 to September 30, 2021.
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Table 3: Model performance for the top-ranked detection covariate model(s) (≤ 2.0 ΔAICC) and the lowest
AICC model with an indicator variable for the site-specific presence of either Purple Sandpipers or
Harlequin Ducks added (candidate umbrella species). Model performance was assessed using ΔAICC for
both waterfowl and shorebirds.
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Figure 1: Map of study sites on Mount Desert Island (A), the Schoodic Peninsula (B), and Isle Au Haut (C)
with an inset showing the distance between the three locations and their relative position along a section of
the Maine coast. Scale bars in miles (mi) shown on each image.
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Figure 2: Temperature (°C) vs. predicted detection probability (pij) for waterfowl. Grey represents 95%
confidence intervals based on standard error.

Figure 3: Wave intensity vs. predicted detection probability (pij) for waterfowl. Bars represent 95%
confidence intervals based on standard error. Wave 0: Sea surface smooth, mirror-like, Wave 1: Scaly
ripples, no foam crests, Wave 2: Small wavelets, no breaking, Wave 3: Large wavelets, crests begin to
break, scattered whitecaps, Wave 4/5: combination of category 4 and 5; small waves, becoming longer,
numerous whitecaps, and moderate waves, many whitecaps, some spray.
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Figure 4: Temperature (°C) vs. predicted detection probability (pij) for migratory shorebirds. Grey
represents 95% confidence intervals based on standard error.
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Figure 5: Absence (0) or presence (1) Purple Sandpiper and/or Harlequin Duck (Threatened &
Endangered species) vs. predicted occupancy probability (ψi) for waterfowl. Bars represents 95%
confidence intervals based on standard error.

Figure 6: Absence (0) or presence (1) Purple Sandpiper and/or Harlequin Duck (Threatened &
Endangered species) vs. predicted occupancy probability (ψi) for migratory shorebirds. Bars
represents 95% confidence intervals based on standard error.
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Figure 7: Histogram of the predicted occupancy probability (ψi) of waterfowl controlling for top detection
covariates and examining the two unsupported candidate occupancy predictors (location and the
presence/absence of Purple Sandpipers and Harlequin Ducks). Purple dashed line indicates the occupancy
probability of waterfowl at the sites occupied by Purple Sandpiper (0.9997). Black dotted line indicates the
probability of waterfowl at the sites occupied by Harlequin Duck (1.00).

Figure 8: Histogram of the predicted occupancy probability (ψi) of migratory shorebirds controlling for top
detection covariates and examining the two unsupported candidate occupancy predictors (location and the
presence/absence of Purple Sandpipers and Harlequin Ducks). Purple dashed line indicates the occupancy
probability of migratory shorebirds at the sites occupied by Purple Sandpiper (0.999). Black dotted line
indicates the probability of migratory shorebirds at the sites occupied by Harlequin Duck (0.0008).
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APPENDIX A: JUSTIFICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR AVIAN SURVEY
PROTOCOL
Survey Design and Justifications
The sampling procedure described in this protocol was designed to identify and
quantify the nearshore bird community in Acadia National Park (ANP). This effort was
also a pilot test of a protocol for the long-term monitoring of these birds in ANP. In
general, the surveys lasted 15 minutes each and occurred at both high falling (3hr
window after high tide) and low falling tides (3hr window before low tide) each month
(i.e., 2x per month, once at high falling, once at low falling) (Fig. 1 in protocol, App. B).
These specific tidal levels were for the purpose of examining general nearshore bird
community usage, understanding that different birds use rocky intertidal habitats at
different tidal stages. Additionally, preliminary data has shown that shorebirds in Maine
utilize rocky intertidal habitats during falling tides with slightly greater frequency than
rising tides (B. Olsen and A. Baron, unpub. data). The surveys were conducted during the
months of February and March, and August and September to account for winter/spring
and summer/fall migratory species. Surveys occurred at any hour, as time of day is not
correlated with bird use of the intertidal (A. Baron, unpub. data).
In short, the sites were selected using Generalized Random Tessellation Stratified
(GRTS) sampling to randomize site selection and to represent the spatial density pattern
of the resource in question - in this case nearshore rocky intertidal/subtidal park lands.
The coordinates of each site were provided for volunteers and these coordinates reflected
the point of observation.
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For each survey, site-level measurements were recorded, including Site ID,
observer initials, date, start time of survey, tide level (high or low falling), temperature
(°F), cloud cover (%), precipitation, wave intensity, angle of sun (nearest o’clock, Figure
2 in protocol, App. B), and whether birds were flushed at the start of the survey on
approach. The precipitation classes used were fog, mist, light drizzle/light snowfall,
hail/sleet, intermittent rainfall, sunny, and cloudy. However, if an observer could not see
out to 150 meters due to inclement weather, then the survey was not conducted. Wave
intensity was based off the Beaufort Scale, a scale designed to quantify wind force
(Jebson 2007). For the surveys, descriptions of the sea surface from the Beaufort Scale
were provided along force numbers 0-5 to categorize the wave conditions during the
survey (Jebson 2007).
The surveys consisted of two parts, the first being bird presence and abundance
surveys. Bird abundance surveys consisted of identifying individual birds that are using
the habitat to species at the time and distance bin when each individual or flock was first
detected. “Flybys” (species that pass through without hovering or stopping to forage)
were recorded. Timing of detection was recorded using “minute of first detection”
methods, in which birds detected within the first minute of the 15-minute survey were
labeled as detected in “minute 14”, and those birds detected for the first time during the
last minute of the survey will be labeled as “minute 0” (Alldredge et al. 2007). As
mentioned in the main body of this undergraduate honors thesis, this method can allow
for a prediction of detection probability that considers more variation in detection, but it
was not used in this study to simplify the analytical approach. Distance sampling was
used (0-75m, 75-150m, and >150m as far as the eye can see) (Figure 3 in protocol, App.
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B). However, surveyors were instructed to prioritize identifying birds at the closer
distances (i.e., 0-75 m and 75-150 m) to ensure individuals were not missed. Age class
was listed when easily determined (X (default/no age detected), A (adult), and I
(intermediate).
In addition to bird presence and abundance, bird behavior was recorded using a
single behavior designator for a species from 0-150 meters. For each species group, the
one most common activity was recorded during the time of first detection. The behavioral
designators used were foraging (F), sleeping (S), alert (A), body maintenance (B),
locomotion (L), aggression (G), and flying (Y).
To mark species in the half circle on in the data sheet (App. C), surveyors utilized
a code system that consisted of the # of individuals, the four-letter alpha bird species
code, one-letter age designator, minute of first detection, and a behavioral indicator (e.g.,
5HARDX10F = 5 Harlequin Ducks foraging (F) at the 12-minute mark). This was
informed by the four-letter birding alphabetic (“alpha”) codes that are used as shorthand
by ornithologists, created by the American Ornithological Society.

Suggestions
While the pilot test went well and many volunteers were easily trained using it,
there are some possible improvements that would strengthen the monitoring protocol.
Firstly, during the winter surveys in 2022 (data not included in this thesis), surveyors
found that some sites were encased in ice out to about 150 meters, which presented a
possible barrier to the accurate detection of species and a barrier to the occupancy of a
given site. Past studies have found that the site fidelity of Purple Sandpipers is impacted
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by shoreline ice encasement (Burton and Evans 1997, Mittelhauser et al. 2012). Thus, the
inclusion of a site-level measurement that describes the percent (%) of ice coverage of a
site during the survey might be a beneficial detection covariate to include in order to
account for additional barriers to detection. Lastly, the sites on Isle Au Haut were deemed
inaccessible during the winter months due to their distance from the winter ferry and trail
damage caused by winter storms. Selecting sites closer to the winter ferry, in addition to
the summer sites, would allow for observers to continue monitoring avian communities
on Isle Au Haut during the two migratory periods (winter/spring and summer/fall).
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APPENDIX B: STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR AVIAN SURVEYS
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APPENDIX C: AVIAN SURVEY DATA SHEET
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APPENDIX D: R CODE FOR DETECTION AND OCCUPANCY MODELING

AVIAN SURVEY ANALYSIS: DETECTION AND OCCUPANCY
WINTER AND FALL 2021 SURVEYS
#created Nov. 9, 2021 by AAM
#version 3.0 April 25, 2022 AAM, EMJ
##########################################################
#### read in survey data (.csv) and install packages ####
##########################################################
surveydata= read.delim(file = "/Users/abigail/Dropbox/University
of Maine/Capstone_Thesis/Muscat_honorsthesis_surveydata_022322.cs
v", sep=",")
require(lubridate)
require(AICcmodavg)
require(unmarked)
require(MuMIn)
require(scales)
require(stringr)
require(plyr)
require(dplyr)
require(tidyverse)
require(reshape2)
require(forcats)
require(psych)
require(Hmisc)
require(stats)
require(ggplot2)
###############################################
#### subset species and guilds of interest ####
###############################################
guilds_surveydata <- surveydata %>% select(-one_of('Flushed',
'
Age', 'TD', 'Behavior'))
#get rid of certain covarites from the surveys were not not curre
ntly interested in (whether a species was flushed, age, behavior,
and time to detection)
guilds_surveydata<- subset(guilds_surveydata, Distance == '0-75'
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|Distance == '75-150')
#keep distance bind 0-75 and 75-150, get rid of >150m
(accuracy in species identification decreased with distance)
guilds_surveydata$Distance <- as.factor(guilds_surveydata$Distanc
e) #make distance bins a factor
#################################################################
# make presence and absence dataset (0 for absence, 1 for
presence) #
#################################################################
Visit_ID = factor(guilds_surveydata$Visit_ID)
Visit_ID = data.frame(Visit_ID)
Visit_ID = unique(Visit_ID)
Guild = unique(guilds_surveydata$Guild)
Guild = data.frame(Guild)
VID_Guild = merge(Guild, Visit_ID,all = T)
birds.final <- merge(VID_Guild, guilds_surveydata[, c("Initials",
"Season","Site_ID","Location", "Hexagon_adj", "Visit_ID","Tide","
Month","Day","Year","Survey_time","Temp","cloud_cover","Precipita
tion","Wave_adj","Sun_adj", "PH_indicator")], by="Visit_ID", all=
T)
birds.final = unique(birds.final) #this gets rid of the duplicate
rows that we get after merging sometimes
rownames(birds.final) <- seq(length=nrow(birds.final))
#resets row numbers
#EMJ Code Start You need to combine counts of the same guild for each site visit. for
example, if you look at the guilds_surveydata dataframe, for Visit_ID MDI783-2-142021-0.673611111111111, you have six rows with counts for the Game guild. I realize
these all represent different birds, but since we are working at the guild level their
unique identity doesn’t matter. For a given Visit_ID, you need to combine counts of the
same guild(s)
In order to combine counts, I am going to drop the Species and Distance columns since
they make the rows for a given Visit_ID different. If we combine Bird.Count (numerical)
of all Game birds during a survey, there is no way to combine different species and
distances (categorical) into one value. If you want to keep Species and/or Distance
information you will have to divide Guilds into more categories (e.g., Game_UNME,
Game_COEI, etc. or Game_75-150, Game_0-75, etc.) and summarize information that
way
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guilds_surveydata = guilds_surveydata[ , -which(names(guilds_surv
eydata) %in% c("Species", "Distance"))] #drop columns
guilds_surveydata = guilds_surveydata %>% group_by(Visit_ID, Guil
d) %>% mutate(Bird.Count = sum(Bird.Count)) #sum bird counts
guilds_surveydata = unique(guilds_surveydata) #drop duplicate
rows (the previous line took the summed count and applied it to
each survey row)
birds.final <- merge(birds.final, guilds_surveydata[, c("Visit_ID
","Guild","Bird.Count")], by=c("Visit_ID","Guild"), all=T, nomatc
h = NA_integer_) #merge - keeps number of rows at 280. create NA
for guilds with no observations
rownames(birds.final) <- seq(length=nrow(birds.final)) #reset row
numbers
birds.final$Bird.Count[is.na(birds.final$Bird.Count)] <- 0
#change NAs to zeros
## EMJ Code End
## make presences and absences, 1 and 0s
birds.final$Bird.Count[birds.final$Bird.Count > 0] <- 1
names(birds.final)[names(birds.final) == "Bird.Count"] <"PresAbs"
mean(guilds_surveydata$Bird.Count) #11.275
se <- function(x) sqrt(var(x) / length(x))
se(guilds_surveydata$Bird.Count) #1.007637
median(guilds_surveydata$Bird.Count)
range(guilds_surveydata$Bird.Count)
#################################################################
#### Covariate Adjustments ####
#################################################################
birds.final$Precipitation = as.factor(birds.final$Precipitation)
#factor
birds.final$Wave_adj = as.factor(birds.final$Wave_adj) #factor
birds.final$Temp = as.numeric(birds.final$Temp) #numeric
birds.final$cloud_cover = as.numeric(birds.final$cloud_cover)
#numeric
birds.final$Sun_adj = as.numeric(birds.final$Sun_adj) #numeric
birds.final$PresAbs = as.factor(birds.final$PresAbs) #factor
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birds.final$Year = as.factor(birds.final$Year) #factor
birds.final$Location = as.factor(birds.final$Location) #factor
birds.final$Hexagon_adj = as.factor(birds.final$Hexagon_adj)
#factor
birds.final$PH_indicator = as.factor(birds.final$PH_indicator)
#factor
#convert temperature co-variate from F to C
fahrenheit.to.celsius <- function(fahr)
cel <- (5/9*(fahr-32))
birds.final$Temp <- fahrenheit.to.celsius(birds.final$Temp)
surveydata$Temp <- fahrenheit.to.celsius(surveydata$Temp)
##Make survey time decimal
birds.final$Survey_time = hm(birds.final$Survey_time) #first make
hours and minutes
birds.final$Survey_time = hour(birds.final$Survey_time) + (minute
(birds.final$Survey_time) / 60) # turn to decimal
birds.final$Survey_time <- as.numeric(birds.final$Survey_time)
##scale all numerical covariates
birds.final$Temp = scale(birds.final$Temp)
birds.final$cloud_cover = scale(birds.final$cloud_cover)
birds.final$Sun_adj = scale(birds.final$Sun_adj)
birds.final$Survey_time = scale(birds.final$Survey_time)
#######################################################
######### Make guild-specific data frames #############
#######################################################
migbird_surveys<-subset(birds.final, Guild=="Migratory_shorebirds
")
gamebird_surveys<-subset(birds.final, Guild=="Game")
PUSA_HADU_surveys<-subset(birds.final, Guild=="HADU" |
Guild=="PUSA")

###Waterfowl Detection and Occupancy Analysis
#make column of Site_ID and Year combined
gamebird_surveys <- unite(gamebird_surveys, Site_Year, c("Site_ID
", "Year"), sep = "-", remove = F)
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#make a visit # column
gamebird_surveys$Visit <- sequence(rle(as.character(gamebird_surv
eys$Site_ID))$lengths)
#dcastsurvey df
Occu.Pivot.gamebird<- dcast(gamebird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit,
fun.aggregate=NULL, value.var="PresAbs")
Occu.Pivot.gamebird[Occu.Pivot.gamebird=="-Inf"]<-NA
##build site covariates (constant between surveys)
Site.Occugame<- merge(Occu.Pivot.gamebird, gamebird_surveys, by.x
="Site_Year", all=FALSE)
#extract the site covariates of interest
Site.Covgame<- data.frame(Site.Occugame$Site_Year, Site.Occugame$
Site_ID, Site.Occugame$Location,Site.Occugame$Hexagon_adj, Site.O
ccugame$PH_indicator,stringsAsFactors = FALSE)
Site.Covgame<- unique(Site.Covgame)
colnames(Site.Covgame)<- c("Site_Year", "Site_ID", "Location",
"Hexagon_adj", "PH_indicator")
#################################################################
##build survey covariates (variable between surveys e.g. weather, tidal, date) and dcast
#### "Initials", "Year", "Survey_time", "Season", "Tide", "Temp",
"cloud_cover", "Precipitation", "Wave", "Sun"###
Initials_game<- dcast(gamebird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.ag
gregate=NULL, value.var="Initials") #factor
Year_game<- dcast(gamebird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.aggreg
ate=NULL, value.var="Year") #factor
Season_game<- dcast(gamebird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.aggr
egate=NULL, value.var="Season") #factor
Location_game<- dcast(gamebird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.ag
gregate=NULL, value.var="Location") #factor
Hex_game<- dcast(gamebird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.aggrega
te=NULL, value.var="Hexagon_adj") #factor
Tide_game<- dcast(gamebird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.aggreg
ate=NULL, value.var="Tide") #factor
Temp_game<- dcast(gamebird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.aggreg
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ate=NULL, value.var="Temp") #continuous
Cloud_game<- dcast(gamebird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.aggre
gate=NULL, value.var="cloud_cover") #continuous
Precip_game<- dcast(gamebird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.aggr
egate=NULL, value.var="Precipitation") #factor
Wave_game<- dcast(gamebird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.aggreg
ate=NULL, value.var="Wave_adj") #factor
Sun_game<- dcast(gamebird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.aggrega
te=NULL, value.var="Sun_adj") #continous
Time_game<- dcast(gamebird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.aggreg
ate=NULL, value.var="Survey_time") #continous
#combine covariate dataframes
Obs.covgame = merge(Initials_game, Year_game, by="Site_Year")
Obs.covgame= merge(Obs.covgame, Season_game, by="Site_Year")
Obs.covgame = merge(Obs.covgame, Tide_game, by="Site_Year")
Obs.covgame = merge(Obs.covgame, Location_game, by="Site_Year")
Obs.covgame = merge(Obs.covgame, Hex_game, by="Site_Year")
Obs.covgame= merge(Obs.covgame, Temp_game, by="Site_Year")
Obs.covgame = merge(Obs.covgame, Cloud_game, by="Site_Year")
Obs.covgame= merge(Obs.covgame, Precip_game, by="Site_Year")
Obs.covgame = merge(Obs.covgame, Wave_game, by="Site_Year")
Obs.covgame = merge(Obs.covgame, Sun_game, by="Site_Year")
Obs.covgame = merge(Obs.covgame, Time_game, by="Site_Year")
colnames(Obs.covgame) <- c(1:97)
#NAs to 0 for numeric variables, NAs kept for categorical
Obs.covgame[, c(50:65)][is.na(Obs.covgame[, c(50:65)])] <- 0
Obs.covgame[, c(82:97)][is.na(Obs.covgame[, c(82:97)])] <- 0

##################################################
## Model construction and selection WATERFOWL ##
###################################################
## Extract the occupancy history
histgame<- Occu.Pivot.gamebird[,2:9]
histgame<-apply(histgame, 2, function(x){as.numeric(as.character(
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x))})
## Use the unmarkedFrameOccu() command to create an unmarked data
frame from the detection
## history, site variables, and survey variables.
gamebird.occ<-unmarkedFrameOccu(y=histgame, siteCovs= Site.Covgam
e,
obsCovs= list(Initials=Obs.covgame[,2:9],
Year=Obs.covgame[,10:17],
Season=Obs.covgame[,18:25],
Tide=Obs.covgame[,26:33],
Location=Obs.covgame[,34:41],
Hexagon_adj=Obs.covgame[,42:49],
Temp=Obs.covgame[,50:57],
Cloud=Obs.covgame[,58:65],
Precip=Obs.covgame[,66:73],
Wave_adj=Obs.covgame[,74:81],
Sun_adj=Obs.covgame[,82:89],
Time=Obs.covgame[,90:97]))
summary(gamebird.occ)
#mean number of observations per site = 5.48
## standard deviation found using excel
# 82 0s and 88 1s

########################################
## Dataframe Investigation WATERFOWL ##
########################################
#null model
null_game = occu(~1 ~ 1, gamebird.occ)
summary(null_game)
#EMJ 3/21/22 notes
#raw detection and occupancy parameters
pdot.odot.p <- predict(null_game, type = "det", level = 0.95)
mean(pdot.odot.p$Predicted, na.rm = T)
pdot.odot.p[1,]
# 95% CI bounds (CI should be +/- 1.96*SE)
pdot.odot.p$lowerCI = pdot.odot.p$Predicted - (1.96 * pdot.odot.p
$SE)
pdot.odot.p$upperCI = pdot.odot.p$Predicted + (1.96 * pdot.odot.p
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$SE)
pdot.odot.p[1,]
#Interpretation:
Based on the null model p(.) ψ(.), the mean probability of detecting a gamebird at an
occupied #site was 0.52. So in other words, for sites that were ‘occupied’, you had a
52% chance of detecting a gamebird #(birds were hard to see or they had temporarily
left the site)
pdot.odot.o<- predict(null_game, type = "state", level = 0.95)
pdot.odot.o[1,]
pdot.odot.o$lowerCI = pdot.odot.o$Predicted - (1.96 * pdot.odot.o
$SE)
pdot.odot.o$upperCI = pdot.odot.o$Predicted + (1.96 * pdot.odot.o
$SE)
pdot.odot.o[1,]
#Interpretation:
Accounting for imperfect detection (constant since you have ~1 on the left side of the
null model), the mean probability of a site being occupied during the survey window
was 0.99.
In both of these cases above, I know what the mean values are by only looking at the
first row (pdot.odot.o[1,]). Since detection and occupancy are held constant (~1), the
site estimates are not going to vary across sites. If you have a model with covariates,
detection and occupancy estimates will vary across sites based on their covariate values.
In this case, if you wanted the mean det./occu. probability you would have to take the
mean of the Predicted column
So to summarize: for results you might want to report the naive occupancy rate, the
mean detection and occupancy probabilities from the null model (above), and then
finally parameter estimates for any supported detection and/or occupancy covariates
like we talked about (one estimate for continuous covariates like temperature and
multiple estimates for categorical covariates like Wave_adj). You can see how I report
these things for each guild in the results section of my manuscript
end EMJ notes
######## investigate naive occupancy
########################################
gamebird_surveys$PresAbs = as.numeric(as.character(gamebird_surve
ys$PresAbs))
Naiive.o<- aggregate(gamebird_surveys$PresAbs~gamebird_surveys$Vi
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sit_ID, FUN = "max", na.action = na.omit)
naiive.est<- sum(Naiive.o[,2])/nrow(Naiive.o)
naiive.est
######## investigate naive occupancy by region
################################################
## MDI occupancy
gamebird_surveys_mdi<-subset(gamebird_surveys, Location =="MDI")
gamebird_surveys_mdi$PresAbs = as.numeric(as.character(gamebird_s
urveys_mdi$PresAbs))
Naiive.o<- aggregate(gamebird_surveys_mdi$PresAbs~gamebird_survey
s_mdi$Visit_ID, FUN = "max", na.action = na.omit)
naiive.est<- sum(Naiive.o[,2])/nrow(Naiive.o)
naiive.est
# naive occupancy rate mdi = 50% 0.5
## IAH occupancy
gamebird_surveys_iah<-subset(gamebird_surveys, Location =="IAH")
gamebird_surveys_iah$PresAbs = as.numeric(as.character(gamebird_s
urveys_iah$PresAbs))
Naiive.o<- aggregate(gamebird_surveys_iah$PresAbs~gamebird_survey
s_iah$Visit_ID, FUN = "max", na.action = na.omit)
naiive.est<- sum(Naiive.o[,2])/nrow(Naiive.o)
naiive.est
# naive occupancy rate iah = 50% 0.5
## SCP occupancy
gamebird_surveys_scp<-subset(gamebird_surveys, Location =="SCP")
gamebird_surveys_scp$PresAbs = as.numeric(as.character(gamebird_s
urveys_scp$PresAbs))
Naiive.o<- aggregate(gamebird_surveys_scp$PresAbs~gamebird_survey
s_scp$Visit_ID, FUN = "max", na.action = na.omit)
naiive.est<- sum(Naiive.o[,2])/nrow(Naiive.o)
naiive.est
# naive occupancy rate scp = 60% 00.6
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########################################
## investigate collinearity WATERFOWL ##
########################################
#check to see if any variables are highly correlated
#create subsetted df with only numeric variables
dfgame1 = Obs.covgame[, c(50)]
dfgame2=Obs.covgame[, c(58)]
dfgame3=Obs.covgame[, c(82)]
dfgame4=Obs.covgame[, c(90)]
corr_vargame = data.frame(dfgame1,dfgame2,dfgame3,dfgame4)
colnames(corr_vargame) <- c("Temp", "Cloud", "Sun", "Time")
corr.test(corr_vargame)
#make function
flattenCorrMatrix <- function(cormat, pmat) {
ut <- upper.tri(cormat)
data.frame(
row = rownames(cormat)[row(cormat)[ut]],
column = rownames(cormat)[col(cormat)[ut]],
cor =(cormat)[ut],
p = pmat[ut]
)
}
birds_corr<-rcorr(as.matrix(corr_vargame))
birds_corr = flattenCorrMatrix(birds_corr$r, birds_corr$P)
#find values >|0.3| in birds_corr dataframe
birds_corr = birds_corr[birds_corr$cor >= abs(0.3),]
birds_corr$cor=round(birds_corr$cor, digits = 3)
birds_corr$p=round(birds_corr$p, digits = 3)
# temp and time slight correlation --> cor 0.365, p 0.043
rm(corr_vargame)
########################################
## Model selection WATERFOWL ##
########################################
###first dredge detection covariates while holding occupancy
constant.
##use best supported model for detection function while dredging
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occupancy covariates.##
#global detection model
#det_mod_game = occu(~Location + Season + Tide + Temp + Cloud +
Sun_adj + Initials + Time + Wave_adj + Precip ~1, gamebird.occ)
det_mod_game_globalmodel2 = occu(~ Season + Tide + Temp + Wave_ad
j + Initials + Cloud + Sun_adj + Time + Location ~1, gamebird.occ
)
det_mod_game_globalmodel2 = dredge(det_mod_game_globalmodel2,
rank = "AICc", m.lim=c(0,3)) #limit 3 to avoid overparamterizing
det_mod_game_globalmodel3 = occu(~ Season + Tide + Temp + Wave_ad
j + Initials + Cloud + Sun_adj + Time + Precip ~1, gamebird.occ)
det_mod_game_globalmodel3 = dredge(det_mod_game_globalmodel3, ran
k = "AICc", m.lim=c(0,3)) #limit 3 to avoid overparamterizing
print(det_mod_game_globalmodel3)
det_mod_game_tiwaprelo = occu(~ Time + Wave_adj + Precip +
Location ~1, gamebird.occ)
det_mod_game_tiwaprelo = dredge(det_mod_game_tiwaprelo, rank =
"AICc", m.lim=c(0,3))
print(det_mod_game_tiwaprelo)
det_mod_game_globalmodel4= occu(~ Temp + Wave_adj + Hexagon_adj ~
1, gamebird.occ)
det_mod_game_globalmodel4 = dredge(det_mod_game_globalmodel4,
rank = "AICc", m.lim=c(0,3))
## top-ranked detection models dredge
top_game = occu(~ Temp + Season + Initials + Wave_adj ~1,
gamebird.occ)
top_game = dredge(top_game, rank ="AICc", m.lim=c(0,3))
print(top_game)
#final top-ranked detection model based on lowest AICc
top_model_game = occu(~ Temp + Wave_adj ~1, gamebird.occ)
print(top_model_game)
#create list of detection parameters in top dredge model
det_terms_game2 = c("p(Temp)", "p(Wave_adj)")
#global occupany model (w/ supported detection parameters)
occ_modgame2 = occu(~ Temp + Wave_adj ~ Location + PH_indicator,
gamebird.occ)
occ_modgame2 = dredge(occ_modgame2, fixed = det_terms_game2, rank
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= "AICc", m.lim=c(0,3))
#no covariate improves occupancy, delta AIC >3for PH Indicator;
############final top model for waterfowl #####################
top.mod.game = occu(~Temp + Wave_adj ~1, gamebird.occ)
# check for over dispersion of top model
mod_gof_game <- mb.gof.test(top.mod.game, nsim = 1000, plot.hist
= T)
print(mod_gof_game) #0.41 c-hat (values greater than 1 indicate
over dispersion -- do not need to use QAIC)

### Migratory Shorebirds Detection and Occupancy Analysis
#################################################
### Occupancy Set Up for MIGRATORY SHOREBIRDS ###
#################################################
migbird_surveys <- unite(migbird_surveys, Site_Year, c("Site_ID",
"Year"), sep = "-", remove = F)
#make a visit # column
migbird_surveys$Visit <- sequence(rle(as.character(migbird_survey
s$Site_ID))$lengths)
#dcastsurvey df
Occu.Pivot.migbird<- dcast(migbird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit,
fun.aggregate=NULL, value.var="PresAbs", )
Occu.Pivot.migbird[Occu.Pivot.migbird=="-Inf"]<-NA
##build site covariates (constant between surveys)
Site.Occumigbird<- merge(Occu.Pivot.migbird, migbird_surveys,
by.x="Site_Year", all=FALSE)
#extract the site covariates of interest
Site.Covmigbird<- data.frame(Site.Occumigbird$Site_ID, Site.Occum
igbird$Location,Site.Occumigbird$Hexagon_adj, Site.Occumigbird$PH
_indicator, stringsAsFactors = FALSE)
Site.Covmigbird<- unique(Site.Covmigbird)
colnames(Site.Covmigbird)<- c("Site_ID", "Location", "Hexagon_adj
", "PH_indicator")
Site.Covmigbird$Site_Year = NULL
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#################################################################
##build survey covariates (variable between surveys e.g. weather, tidal, date) and dcast
#### "Initials", "Year", "Survey_time", "Season", "Tide", "Temp",
"cloud_cover", "Precipitation", "Wave", "Sun" ###
Initials_migbird<- dcast(migbird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.
aggregate=NULL, value.var="Initials") #factor
Year_migbird<- dcast(migbird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.aggr
egate=NULL, value.var="Year") #factor
Season_migbird<- dcast(migbird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.ag
gregate=NULL, value.var="Season") #factor
Location_migbird<- dcast(migbird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.
aggregate=NULL, value.var="Location") #factor
Hex_migbird<- dcast(migbird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.aggre
gate=NULL, value.var="Hexagon_adj") #factor
Tide_migbird<- dcast(migbird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.aggr
egate=NULL, value.var="Tide") #factor
Temp_migbird<- dcast(migbird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.aggr
egate=NULL, value.var="Temp") #continuous
Cloud_migbird<- dcast(migbird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.agg
regate=NULL, value.var="cloud_cover") #continuous
Precip_migbird<- dcast(migbird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.ag
gregate=NULL, value.var="Precipitation") #factor
Wave_migbird<- dcast(migbird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.aggr
egate=NULL, value.var="Wave_adj") #factor
Sun_migbird<- dcast(migbird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.aggre
gate=NULL, value.var="Sun_adj") #continous
Time_migbird<- dcast(migbird_surveys, Site_Year ~ Visit, fun.aggr
egate=NULL, value.var="Survey_time") #continous

#combine covariate dataframes
Obs.covmgsh = merge(Initials_migbird, Year_migbird, by="Site_Year
")
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Obs.covmgsh= merge(Obs.covmgsh, Season_migbird, by="Site_Year")
Obs.covmgsh = merge(Obs.covmgsh, Tide_migbird, by="Site_Year")
Obs.covmgsh = merge(Obs.covmgsh, Location_migbird, by="Site_Year)
Obs.covmgsh = merge(Obs.covmgsh, Hex_migbird, by="Site_Year")
Obs.covmgsh= merge(Obs.covmgsh, Temp_migbird, by="Site_Year")
Obs.covmgsh = merge(Obs.covmgsh, Cloud_migbird, by="Site_Year")
Obs.covmgsh= merge(Obs.covmgsh, Precip_migbird, by="Site_Year")
Obs.covmgsh = merge(Obs.covmgsh, Wave_migbird, by="Site_Year")
Obs.covmgsh = merge(Obs.covmgsh, Sun_migbird, by="Site_Year")
Obs.covmgsh = merge(Obs.covmgsh, Time_migbird, by="Site_Year")
colnames(Obs.covmgsh) <- c(1:97)
Obs.covmgsh[, c(50:65)][is.na(Obs.covmgsh[, c(50:65)])] <- 0
Obs.covmgsh[, c(82:97)][is.na(Obs.covmgsh[, c(82:97)])] <- 0

##########################################################
## Model construction and selection MIGRATORY SHOREBIRD ##
##########################################################
## Extract the occupancy history
histmish<- Occu.Pivot.migbird[,2:9]
histmish<-apply(histmish, 2, function(x){as.numeric(as.character(
x))})
## Use the unmarkedFrameOccu() command to create an unmarked data
frame from the detection
## history, site variables, and survey variables.
mishbird.occ<-unmarkedFrameOccu(y=histmish, siteCovs= Site.Covmig
bird,
obsCovs= list(Initials=Obs.covmgsh[,2:9],
Year=Obs.covmgsh[,10:17],
Season=Obs.covmgsh[,18:25],
Tide=Obs.covmgsh[,26:33],
Location=Obs.covmgsh[,34:41],
Hexagon_adj=Obs.covmgsh[,42:49],
Temp=Obs.covmgsh[,50:57],
Cloud=Obs.covmgsh[,58:65],
Precip=Obs.covmgsh[,66:73],
Wave_adj=Obs.covmgsh[,74:81],
Sun_adj=Obs.covmgsh[,82:89],
Time=Obs.covmgsh[,90:97]))
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summary(mishbird.occ)
#### see waterfowl section on justifications/explanations for
this step)
null_mgsh = occu(~1~1, mishbird.occ)
top.mod.mgshq1 = occu(~Season ~1, mishbird.occ)
confint(top.mod.mgshq1, type = "det", level = 0.95)
confint(null_mgsh, type = "det", level = 0.95)
#raw detection and occupancy parameters
pdot.odot.pm <- predict(null_mgsh, type = "det", level = 0.95)
mean(pdot.odot.pm$Predicted, na.rm = T)
pdot.odot.pm[1,]
# 95% CI bounds (CI should be +/- 1.96*SE)
pdot.odot.pm$lowerCI = pdot.odot.pm$Predicted - (1.96 * pdot.odot
.pm$SE)
pdot.odot.pm$upperCI = pdot.odot.pm$Predicted + (1.96 * pdot.odot
.pm$SE)
pdot.odot.pm[1,]
# occupancy
pdot.odot.om<- predict(null_mgsh, type = "state", level = 0.95)
pdot.odot.om[1,]
pdot.odot.om$lowerCI = pdot.odot.om$Predicted - (1.96 * pdot.odot
.om$SE)
pdot.odot.om$upperCI = pdot.odot.om$Predicted + (1.96 * pdot.odot
.om$SE)
pdot.odot.om[1,]

###### investigate naive occupancy
########################################################
require(stats)
migbird_surveys$PresAbs = as.numeric(as.character(migbird_surveys
$PresAbs))
Naiive.o<- aggregate(migbird_surveys$PresAbs~migbird_surveys$Visi
t_ID, FUN = "max", na.action = na.omit)
naiive.est<- sum(Naiive.o[,2])/nrow(Naiive.o)
naiive.est
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# naive occupancy rate = 0.1411765 14.1%
#### investigate regional occupancy
########################################################
## MDI occupancy
migbird_surveys_mdi<-subset(migbird_surveys, Location =="MDI")
migbird_surveys_mdi$PresAbs = as.numeric(as.character(migbird_sur
veys_mdi$PresAbs))
Naiive.o<- aggregate(migbird_surveys_mdi$PresAbs~migbird_surveys_
mdi$Visit_ID, FUN = "max", na.action = na.omit)
naiive.est<- sum(Naiive.o[,2])/nrow(Naiive.o)
naiive.est
# naive occupancy rate mdi = 13.2% 0.13235
## IAH occupancy
migbird_surveys_iah<-subset(migbird_surveys, Location =="IAH")
migbird_surveys_iah$PresAbs = as.numeric(as.character(migbird_sur
veys_iah$PresAbs))
Naiive.o<- aggregate(migbird_surveys_iah$PresAbs~migbird_surveys_
iah$Visit_ID, FUN = "max", na.action = na.omit)
naiive.est<- sum(Naiive.o[,2])/nrow(Naiive.o)
naiive.est
# naive occupancy rate iah = 0%
## SCP occupancy
migbird_surveys_scp<-subset(migbird_surveys, Location =="SCP")
migbird_surveys_scp$PresAbs = as.numeric(as.character(migbird_sur
veys_scp$PresAbs))
Naiive.o<- aggregate(migbird_surveys_scp$PresAbs~migbird_surveys_
scp$Visit_ID, FUN = "max", na.action = na.omit)
naiive.est<- sum(Naiive.o[,2])/nrow(Naiive.o)
naiive.est
# naive occupancy rate scp = 20% 0.2
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##############################
## investigate collinearity ##
##############################
#check to see if any variables are highly correlated
#create subsetted df with only numeric variables
dfmgsh1 = Obs.covmgsh[, c(50)]
dfmgsh2=Obs.covmgsh[, c(58)]
dfmgsh3=Obs.covmgsh[, c(82)]
dfmgsh4=Obs.covmgsh[, c(90)]
corr_varmgsh = data.frame(dfmgsh1,dfmgsh2,dfmgsh3,dfmgsh4)
colnames(corr_varmgsh) <- c("Temp", "Cloud", "Sun", "Time")
corr.test(corr_varmgsh)
#make function
flattenCorrMatrix <- function(cormat, pmat) {
ut <- upper.tri(cormat)
data.frame(
row = rownames(cormat)[row(cormat)[ut]],
column = rownames(cormat)[col(cormat)[ut]],
cor =(cormat)[ut],
p = pmat[ut]
)
}
birds_corrmgsh<-rcorr(as.matrix(corr_varmgsh))
birds_corrmgsh = flattenCorrMatrix(birds_corrmgsh$r, birds_corrmg
sh$P)
#find values >|0.3| in birds_corr dataframe
birds_corrmgsh = birds_corrmgsh[birds_corrmgsh$cor >= abs(0.3),]
birds_corrmgsh$cor=round(birds_corrmgsh$cor, digits = 3)
birds_corrmgsh$p=round(birds_corrmgsh$p, digits = 3)
# temp and time slight correlation again --> cor 0.365, p 0.043
rm(corr_varmgsh)
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###########################################
## Model selection MIGRATORY SHOREBIRDS ##
##########################################
#first dredge detection covariates while holding occupancy
constant.
#use best supported model for detection function while dredging
occupancy covariates.
#global detection model
#det_mod_mgsh = occu(~Location + Season + Tide + Temp + Cloud + S
un_adj + Initials + Time + Wave + Precip ~1, mishbird.occ)
#hexagon_adj = hessian is singular error indicating separation of
values
#General models
det_mod_mgbird_globalmodel1 = occu(~ Season + Tide + Temp + Cloud
+ Sun_adj + Time + Wave_adj + Location~1, mishbird.occ)
det_mod_mgbird_globalmodel1 = dredge(det_mod_mgbird_globalmodel1,
rank = "AICc", m.lim=c(0,2)) ## limit to 2 since fewer detections
of shorebirds than waterfowl
print(det_mod_mgbird_globalmodel1)
det_mod_mgbird_globalmodel2 = occu(~ Cloud + Sun_adj + Location +
Precip + Time + Temp + Season~1, mishbird.occ)
det_mod_mgbird_globalmodel2 = dredge(det_mod_mgbird_globalmodel2,
rank = "AICc", m.lim=c(0,2))
print(det_mod_mgbird_globalmodel2)
det_mod_mgbird_model3 = occu(~Temp + Time~1, mishbird.occ)
det_mod_mgbird_model3 = dredge(det_mod_mgbird_model3, rank = "AIC
c", m.lim=c(0,2))
print(det_mod_mgbird_model3)
#Time and Temp
#top detection model based on lowest AICc
top_mgsh1 = occu(~ Temp + Time ~1, mishbird.occ)
top_mgsh1 = dredge(top_mgsh1, rank = "AICc", m.lim=c(0,2))
print(top_mgsh1)
#create list of detection parameters in top dredge model
det_terms_mgsh = c("p(Temp)", "p(Time)")
#global occupancy model (w/ supported detection parameters)
occ_modmgsh = occu(~Temp + Time ~ Location + PH_indicator, mishbi
rd.occ) #PH_indicator falls at 2.86
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occ_modmgshdred = dredge(occ_modmgsh, fixed = det_terms_mgsh, ran
k = "AICc", m.lim=c(0,4))
print(occ_modmgshdred)
top_mgsh_true = occu(~Temp + Time ~1, mishbird.occ)
print(top_mgsh_true)
# check for over dispersion of top model
mod_gof_mgsh <- mb.gof.test(top_mgsh_true, nsim = 1000, plot.hist
= T)
print(mod_gof_mgsh) #0.47 c-hat (values greater than 1 indicate
over dispersion -- do not need to use QAIC)
## find CI of influence of Temp on detection probability
(2.000) - (1.96 * 0.567) #0.88868
(2.000) + (1.96 * 0.567) #3.11132
## find CI of influence of Time on detection probability
(-1.08) - (1.96 * 0.357) #-1.77972
(-1.08) + (1.96 * 0.357) #-0.38028
##### final top model for MIGRATORY SHOREBIRDS
#################################################
top.mod.mgshq1 = occu(~ Temp + Time ~1, mishbird.occ)
print(top.mod.mgshq1)
Graphing
###Waterfowl Detection and Occupancy Parameters
##############################################################
##### Waterfowl Detection and Occupancy Parameters ###########
##############################################################
top.mod.game = occu(~Temp+Wave_adj~1, gamebird.occ)
print (top.mod.game)
##### find effect and CI on detection
##################################################
#temp
(-0.865) - (1.96 * 0.208) #-1.27268
(-0.865) + (1.96 * 0.208) #-0.45732
#wave 1
(2.048) - (1.96 * 0.830) #0.4212
(2.048) + (1.96 * 0.830) #3.6748
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#wave 2
(2.786) - (1.96 * 0.848) #1.12392
(2.786) + (1.96 * 0.848) #4.44808
#wave 3
(3.795) - (1.96 * 1.060) #1.7174
(3.795) + (1.96 * 1.060) #5.8726
#wave 4/5
(1.067) - (1.96 * 1.149) #-1.18504
(1.067) + (1.96 * 1.149) #3.31904
#### Graphing temp for WATERFOWL
########################################
temp.nd<- data.frame(seq(min(Obs.covgame$"50",Obs.covgame$"51",Ob
s.covgame$"52",Obs.covgame$"53",Obs.covgame$"54",Obs.covgame$"55"
,Obs.covgame$"56",Obs.covgame$"57"), max(Obs.covgame$"50",Obs.cov
game$"51",Obs.covgame$"52",Obs.covgame$"53",Obs.covgame$"54",Obs.
covgame$"55",Obs.covgame$"56",Obs.covgame$"57"), length.out = 40)
)
Wave_adj = rep(2, times = 40) #pick intermediate value (levels =
0, 1, 2, 3, 4.5)
temp.nd = cbind(temp.nd, Wave_adj)
colnames(temp.nd)<- c("Temp", "Wave_adj")
temp.nd$Wave_adj = as.factor(temp.nd$Wave_adj) #make factor
(not numeric)
## use predict to generate occupancy rates with SEs and CIs
temp.predict<- predict(top.mod.game, type="det", level = 0.95,
newdata=temp.nd)
## append values
temp.predict$temp<- temp.nd[ , c("Temp")]
## we want to graph the true axis values rather than the
z-transformed
## use a back-transformation based on the original data mean and
SD using the formula
## X=Z*SD+X-bar
temp.predict$tempORIG<-temp.predict$temp*sd(surveydata$Temp, na.r
m=TRUE)+mean(surveydata$Temp, na.rm=TRUE)
## the trick here is that we'll now use the back-transformed
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values as the x axis on the figure
## and it works because the z-transformation doesn't actually
change the distribution of the data,
## so the prediction still lines up. So, we can use ggplot to
make a pretty figure showing the
## covariate effect with its confidence intervals.
require(ggplot2)
temp.predict$tempORIG = as.numeric(unlist(temp.predict$tempORIG))
plot.tempwafl <- ggplot(temp.predict, aes(x=tempORIG, y=Predicted
)) +
geom_ribbon(aes(ymin=lower, ymax=upper), fill= "grey")+
ylim(0,1) +
geom_line(lwd = 5.0) +
scale_x_continuous(breaks = c(-10,-5,0,5,10,15,20,25,30,35)) +
#set appropriate scale
labs(x = expression(paste("Temperature (°C)")), y = expression(
paste("Detection Probability"))) +
theme(axis.text =element_text(size=35, face = "bold"),
axis.ticks = element_line(size = 4.0),
axis.ticks.length=unit(.300, "cm"),
axis.title.y = element_blank(),
axis.title.x = element_blank(),
panel.background = element_blank(),
axis.line.x = element_line(color="black", size = 1.7),
axis.line.y = element_line(color="black", size = 1.7))
print(plot.tempwafl)
######### Graphing wave for WATERFOWL
##########################################################
wave.nd<- data.frame(rep(c("0", "1", "2", "3", "4.5"), each = 1))
#don't use max and min arguments for factors. List each factor le
vel once.
Temp = rep(0,times=5)
wave.nd = cbind(wave.nd, Temp)
colnames(wave.nd)<- c("Wave_adj", "Temp")
wave.nd$Wave = as.factor(wave.nd$Wave)
wave.predict<- predict(top.mod.game, type="det", interval =
'confidence', level = 0.95, newdata=wave.nd)
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## append values
wave.predict$WaveORIG <- wave.nd[ , c("Wave_adj")]
plot.wavewafl <- ggplot(wave.predict, aes(x=WaveORIG, y=Predicted
)) +
geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=lower, ymax=upper), color = "black", wid
th=.45, lwd = 3.5) +
geom_point(size = 15)+
ylim(0,1) +
labs(x = "Wave Scale", y = "Detection Probability") +
theme(axis.text =element_text(size=35, face = "bold"),
axis.ticks = element_line(size = 4.0),
axis.ticks.length=unit(.300, "cm"),
axis.title.y = element_blank(),
axis.title.x = element_blank(),
panel.background = element_blank(),
axis.line.x = element_line(color="black", size = 1.7),
axis.line.y = element_line(color="black", size = 1.7))
print(plot.wavewafl)
### Graphing location occupancy parameter for WATERFOWL
######################################################
occ_modgame = occu(~ Temp + Wave_adj ~ Location, gamebird.occ) ##
need model with both parameters in order to graph
print(occ_modgame)
locationgame.nd<- data.frame(rep(c("SCP", "IAH", "MDI"), each = 1
)) #don't use max and min arguments for factors. List each factor
level once..
colnames(locationgame.nd)<- c("Location")
locationgame.nd$Location = as.factor(locationgame.nd$Location)
## use predict to generate occupancy rates with SEs and CIs
Location.predict<- predict(occ_modgame, type="state", interval =
'confidence', level = 0.95, newdata=locationgame.nd)
## append values
Location.predict$Location <- locationgame.nd[ , c("Location")]
#determine order of appearance on x-axis
Location.predict$Location <- factor(Location.predict$Location,lev
els = c("MDI", "IAH", "SCP"))
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plot.locwafl <- ggplot(Location.predict, aes(x=Location, y=Predic
ted)) +
geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=lower, ymax=upper), color = "black", wid
th=.45, lwd = 3.5) +
geom_point(size = 15)+
ylim(0,1) +
#labs(x = "PH_indicatpr", y = "Occupancy Probability") +
theme(axis.text =element_text(size=35, face = "bold"),
axis.ticks = element_line(size = 4.0),
axis.ticks.length=unit(.300, "cm"),
axis.title.y = element_blank(),
axis.title.x = element_blank(),
panel.background = element_blank(),
axis.line.x = element_line(color="black", size = 1.7),
axis.line.y = element_line(color="black", size = 1.7))
print(plot.locwafl)
### Graphing PH Indicator occupancy parameter for WATERFOWL
###########################################################
occ_modgame = occu(~ Temp + Wave_adj ~ PH_indicator, gamebird.occ
)
PHindicatorgame.nd<- data.frame(rep(c("0", "1"), each = 1))
#don't use max and min arguments for factors. List each factor
level once.
colnames(PHindicatorgame.nd)<- c("PH_indicator")
PHindicatorgame.nd$PH_indicator = as.factor(PHindicatorgame.nd$PH
_indicator)
## use predict to generate occupancy rates with SEs and CIs
PHindicator.predictwafl<- predict(occ_modgame, type="state", inte
rval = 'confidence', level = 0.95, newdata=PHindicatorgame.nd)
## append values
PHindicator.predictwafl$PH_indicator <- PHindicatorgame.nd[ , c("
PH_indicator")]
#determine order of appearance on x-axis
PHindicator.predictwafl$PH_indicator <- factor(PHindicator.predic
twafl$PH_indicator,levels = c("0", "1"))
plot.puhawafl <- ggplot(PHindicator.predictwafl, aes(x=PH_indicat
or, y=Predicted)) +
geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=lower, ymax=upper), color = "black", wid
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th=.45, lwd = 3.5) +
geom_point(size = 15)+
ylim(0,1) +
#labs(x = "PH_indicatpr", y = "Occupancy Probability") +
theme(axis.text =element_text(size=35, face = "bold"),
axis.ticks = element_line(size = 4.0),
axis.ticks.length=unit(.300, "cm"),
axis.title.y = element_blank(),
axis.title.x = element_blank(),
panel.background = element_blank(),
axis.line.x = element_line(color="black", size = 1.7),
axis.line.y = element_line(color="black", size = 1.7))
print(plot.puhawafl)

#################################################################
##### Migratory Shorebird Detection and Occupancy Parameters ####
#################################################################
top.mod.mgshq2 = occu(~ Temp + Time ~1, mishbird.occ)
print(top.mod.mgshq2)
### Graphing Temp for SHOREBIRDS
##############################################
tempmgsh.nd<- data.frame(seq(min(Obs.covmgsh$"50",Obs.covmgsh$"51
",Obs.covmgsh$"52",Obs.covmgsh$"53",Obs.covmgsh$"54",Obs.covmgsh$
"55",Obs.covmgsh$"56",Obs.covmgsh$"57"), max(Obs.covmgsh$"50",Obs
.covmgsh$"51",Obs.covmgsh$"52",Obs.covmgsh$"53",Obs.covmgsh$"54",
Obs.covmgsh$"55",Obs.covmgsh$"56",Obs.covmgsh$"57"), length.out =
40))
Time =rep(0,times=40)
tempmgsh.nd = cbind(tempmgsh.nd, Time)
colnames(tempmgsh.nd)<- c("Temp", "Time")

## use predict to generate occupancy rates with SEs and CIs
temp.predictmgsh<- predict(top.mod.mgshq2, type="det", level = 0.
95, newdata=tempmgsh.nd)
## append values
temp.predictmgsh$Temp<- tempmgsh.nd[ , c("Temp")]
## we want to graph the true axis values rather than the
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z-transformed
## use a back-transformation based on the original data mean and
SD using the formula
## X=Z*SD+X-bar
temp.predictmgsh$tempORIGmgsh<-temp.predictmgsh$Temp*sd(surveydat
a$Temp, na.rm=TRUE)+mean(surveydata$Temp, na.rm=TRUE)
## the trick here is that we'll now use the back-transformed
values as the x axis on the figure
## and it works because the z-transformation doesn't actually
change the distribution of the data,
## so the prediction still lines up. So, we can use ggplot to
make a pretty figure showing the
## covariate effect with its confidence intervals.
require(ggplot2)
temp.predictmgsh$tempORIGmgsh = as.numeric(unlist(temp.predictmgs
h$tempORIGmgsh))
plot.tempsh <- ggplot(temp.predictmgsh, aes(x=tempORIGmgsh, y=Pre
dicted)) +
geom_ribbon(aes(ymin=lower, ymax=upper), fill= "grey")+
ylim(0,1) +
geom_line(lwd = 5.0) +
scale_x_continuous(breaks = c(-10,-5,0,5,10,15,20,25,30,35)) +
#set appropriate scale
labs(x = expression(paste("Temperature (°C)")), y = expression(
paste("Detection Probability"))) +
theme(axis.text =element_text(size=35, face = "bold"),
axis.ticks = element_line(size = 4.0),
axis.ticks.length=unit(.300, "cm"),
axis.title.y = element_blank(),
axis.title.x = element_blank(),
panel.background = element_blank(),
axis.line.x = element_line(color="black", size = 1.7),
axis.line.y = element_line(color="black", size = 1.7))
print(plot.tempsh)
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### Graphing PH_indicator for SHOREBIRDS
##############################################
occ_modmgsh = occu(~Temp + Time ~ PH_indicator, mishbird.occ)
PHindicatormgsh.nd<- data.frame(rep(c("0", "1"), each = 1))
colnames(PHindicatormgsh.nd)<- c("PH_indicator")
PHindicatormgsh.nd$PH_indicator = as.factor(PHindicatormgsh.nd$PH
_indicator)
## use predict to generate occupancy rates with SEs and CIs
PHindicator.predictmg<- predict(occ_modmgsh, type="state", level
= 0.95, newdata=PHindicatormgsh.nd)
## append values
PHindicator.predictmg$PH_indicator <- PHindicatormgsh.nd[ , c("PH
_indicator")]
#determine order of appearance on x-axis
PHindicator.predictmg$PH_indicator <- factor(PHindicator.predictm
g$PH_indicator,levels = c("0", "1"))
plot.mgshpuha <- ggplot(PHindicator.predictmg, aes(x=PH_indicator
, y=Predicted)) +
geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=lower, ymax=upper), color = "black", wid
th=.45, lwd = 3.5) +
geom_point(size = 15)+
ylim(0,1) +
labs(x = "PH Indicator", y = "Shorebird Occupancy Probability")
+
theme(axis.text =element_text(size=35, face = "bold"),
axis.ticks = element_line(size = 4.0),
axis.ticks.length=unit(.300, "cm"),
axis.title.y = element_blank(),
axis.title.x = element_blank(),
panel.background = element_blank(),
axis.line.x = element_line(color="black", size = 1.7),
axis.line.y = element_line(color="black", size = 1.7))
print(plot.mgshpuha)

#### Graphing location for SHOREBIRDS
#################################################
occ_modmgsh = occu(~ Temp + Time ~ Location, mishbird.occ)
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locationmgsh.nd<- data.frame(rep(c("SCP", "IAH", "MDI"), each = 1
)) #don't use max and min arguments for factors. List each factor
level once.
colnames(locationmgsh.nd)<- c("Location")
locationmgsh.nd$Location = as.factor(locationmgsh.nd$Location)
## use predict to generate occupancy rates with SEs and CIs
Location.predict<- predict(occ_modmgsh, type="state", interval =
'confidence', level = 0.95, newdata=locationmgsh.nd)
## append values
Location.predict$Location <- locationmgsh.nd[ , c("Location")]
#determine order of appearance on x-axis
Location.predict$Location <- factor(Location.predict$Location,lev
els = c("MDI", "IAH", "SCP"))
plot.mgshloc <- ggplot(Location.predict, aes(x=Location, y=Predic
ted)) +
geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=lower, ymax=upper), color = "black", wid
th=.45, lwd = 3.5) +
geom_point(size = 15)+
ylim(0,1) +
labs(x = "PH_indicatpr", y = "Occupancy Probability") +
theme(axis.text =element_text(size=35, face = "bold"),
axis.ticks = element_line(size = 4.0),
axis.ticks.length=unit(.300, "cm"),
axis.title.y = element_blank(),
axis.title.x = element_blank(),
panel.background = element_blank(),
axis.line.x = element_line(color="black", size = 1.7),
axis.line.y = element_line(color="black", size = 1.7))
print(plot.mgshloc)

###Occupancy Predictions for Waterfowl and Shorebirds
#################################################
### Getting occupancy predictions for each survey site ###
#based on top model, but analysis not centered around effect of
covariates
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#################################################
### Getting occupancy predictions for each survey site for
WATERFOWL#########################################
#top model
occ_modgame = occu(~ Temp + Wave_adj ~ Location + PH_indicator,
gamebird.occ)
#this time, don't predict on new data for graphing purposes, but
predict on your EXISTING data (no new data specified)
game_site_predict <- predict(occ_modgame, type = "state",
level = 0.95)
#add back in site information
predictionsgame = cbind(Occu.Pivot.gamebird, game_site_predict)
### Getting occupancy predictions for each survey site for
MIGRATORY SHOREBIRDS###
##############################################
#top model
occ_modmgsh = occu(~Cloud + Temp + Time ~ Location + PH_indicator
, mishbird.occ)
#this time, don't predict on new data for graphing purposes, but
predict on your EXISTING data (no new data specified)
mgsh_site_predict <- predict(occ_modmgsh, type = "state", level =
0.95)
#add back in site information
predictionsmgsh = cbind(Occu.Pivot.migbird, mgsh_site_predict)
## combine migratory shorebirds and waterfowl and measure of
presence of PUSA anad HADU
#################################################
predict_total_occu2<- merge(predictionsmgsh, predictionsgame, by=
"Site_Year", all=FALSE)
predict_total_occu2 = cbind(predict_total_occu2, Site.Covgame$PH_
indicator)
##############################
#### Occupancy Histograms ####
##############################
p1.wafl <- hist(predictionsgame$Predicted, main="Histogram of
Waterfowl Occupancy", xlab="Occupancy", border="black", col="dark
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olivegreen",font.lab = 2)
axis(side=2, font=2)
axis(side=1, font=2)
abline(v =1.0, col="black", lwd=3, lty=3)
abline(v =0.9999997, col="darkmagenta", lwd=3, lty=2)
abline(v =0.9999997, col="darkmagenta", lwd=3, lty=2)
p2.mgsh <- hist(predictionsmgsh$Predicted, main="Histogram of
Shorebird Occupancy", xlab="Occupancy",border="black", col="royal
blue4",font.lab = 2)
axis(side=2, font=2)
axis(side=1, font=2)
abline(v =0.0007871863, col="black", lwd=3, lty=3)
abline(v =0.9995991134, col="darkmagenta", lwd=3, lty=2)
abline(v =0.9995991134, col="darkmagenta", lwd=3, lty=2)
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